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ABSTRACT

In this work we are reporting the synthesis and characterization of superparamagnetic cobalt nanocomposites obtained from the direct reduction of cobalt(II) salts
on matrices of graphene (G) and carbon nanodisks/nanocones (Ndc) in the presence of L-serine under solvothermal conditions. The synthesized nanocomposites were
characterized by X-ray powder diffraction techniques identifying in all cases the peaks associated to the matrix (G or Ndc) and three peaks at 2θ values of
44,2; 51,5; 75,8, which correspond to the Miller indices (111), (200), (220), characteristic of a face-centered cubic Co0 phase. The SEM images of cobalt
nanocomposites show that that using of a matrix changes the size and distribution of the metallic agglomerates, being possible to observe a more homogenous
dispersion of the cobalt agglomerates on the Ndc matrix surface. Cobalt nanocomposites have a superparamagnetic behavior presenting Hc values of 14 and 60 Oe
for NPs-Co0/G and NPs-Co0/Ndc respectively. The superparamagnetic property of the cobalt nanoparticles and unique properties of the matrix would generate a
magnetic material with interesting properties to be studied. More research is needed to give it a potential application.
Keywords: Nanoparticles, nanocomposites, solvothermal synthesis, superparamagnetic, cobalt.
2. EXPERIMENTAL

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years, the interest in nanoparticles has grown because of
their unique electrical, magnetic, optical and catalytic properties 1–5. Recently,
magnetic nanoparticles have opened up novel vistas in the frontier field of
nanotechnology due to their potential applications in high density magnetic
recording, magnetic fluid, biomedical and microwave applications etc6–8. In
particular, cobalt nanoparticles have been found to be pragmatic for a variety of
applications such as catalysts, batteries, magnetic fluid and magnetic recording 9–
12
. Co materials exhibit high resistance to oxidation, corrosion and wear. Many
synthetic methods have been developed to prepare cobalt nanoparticles including
solvothermal process13,14, thermal decomposition method15, hydrothermal
microemulsion process16 and high temperature solution phase method 17.
Nanoparticles such as Ni, Fe and Co have been supported on different matrices
for example: silica, organic substances and polymers. Nanocomposites obtained
from nanoparticles and polymeric matrix, are interesting due to the chemical
nature and the structure of polymers, the presence of these changes the shape and
size of the nickel nanoparticles18. Carbon is an excellent matrix because is more
stable against oxidation, physical and chemical degradation. Carbon can provide
good biocompatibility while protecting from agglomeration19,20. Also, with the
recent emergence of graphene and because of the interesting and unique
properties that it presents, many researchers have focused their studies on the
synthesis of metal nanoparticles deposited on graphene matrix, in order to
develop a magnetic material with interesting properties to be studied. The
presence of defects on the graphene structure due to carbon vacancies influences
the chemical and physical characteristics of graphene 21 since it generates
nonequivalent carbon atoms on the surface. Defect sites present higher reactivity
for adsorption, which makes chemical functionalization an easy method to detect
imperfections on graphene22. The defect sites in graphene can be used as starting
points for the growth of nanoparticles. A previous experimental study suggests
that the presence of defects on graphene substrates allows for controlled
morphology of iron nanoparticles23 these graphene-supported nanocrystals may
enhance the rate of electron transport while influencing the structural stability of
the material, both effects potentially leading to enhanced surface reactivity 24.

2.1 Materials
All the starting materials were commercially available reagents of analytical
grade and were used without further purification.
2.2 Synthesis of cobalt and cobalt nanocomposite
The NPs-Co0 were obtained using solvothermal synthesis in the same synthetic
conditions, as reported by Paredes-Garcia et al14. Due to the high stability
obtained in nickel nanoparticles synthesis. The composites NPs-Co0/G and NPsCo0/Ndc were obtained by incorporating a constant amount (15 mg) of the
graphene (G) or carbon nanodisks/nanocones (Ndc) matrix into a solution of
cobalt (II) chloride in dimethylformamide in the presence of L-serine and heating
the mixture at 170 ̊C under solvothermal conditions.
2.3 Characterization
All products were characterized by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) using a
Bruker diffractometer, model D8 Advance with Cu Ka1 radiation and Bragg–
Brentano geometry in the 5̊  2  80̊ range. The data were obtained at 22 C
̊ .A
Carl Zeiss scanning electron microscope (SEM) coupled with an energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS), model EVO MA10, operated at 50.0 kV
and a JEOL transmission electron microscope (TEM) model JEM-1001L
equipment were used to characterize morphology, composition, crystal structure
and size distribution of the samples. A Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM)
PPMS Dyna Cool 9T was used to characterize the magnetic properties of asprepared nanoparticles.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of nanocomposites

Carbon nanocones are the fifth allotropic form of carbon synthesized in 1997 25
although they were first accidentally identified in 1994. The material found after
the decomposition of hydro-carbons consisted of 20 wt% carbon nanocones and
70 wt% flat carbon disks26, being the rest amorphous carbon. Geometrically, they
consist of curved graphite sheets with one or more pentagonal rings, defining a
conical apex, which is extended by a rolled-up graphene sheet into a larger
conical structure27. It is worth noting the unique electronic distribution provided
by these pentagonal rings to the carbon nanocones, which results in an enhanced
local density at the cone apex. This has been used as sorbent material in solidphase extraction (SPE)28.

3.1 X-ray powder diffraction. The chemical nature and crystallinity of the
synthesized products were identified by X-ray powder diffraction. Fig. 1 shows
the diffraction patterns obtained for the Co nanoparticles, isolated matrices
(G and Ndc) and nanocomposites. The nanoparticles display three peaks of
different intensity at 2 values 44,2; 51,5; 75,8 which correspond to the Miller
Indices (111), (200), (220) respectively, and are characteristic of face-centered
cubic Co0 (JCPDS file no. 15-0806, cubic system, spatial group: Fm3m,
a= 3.5447 Ǻ)11. The measured XRD pattern is well matched with the previously
reported XRD pattern29. No other phases are seen, indicating that the sample
obtained is pure fcc Co. Usually the cobalt nanoparticles are obtained as a
mixture of phases (hcp-fcc) as was informed by M. Li et al.30 The G and Ndc
matrices show a broad peak centered at 26.42 corresponding to graphite (002)
crystallographic plane31,11.

In this paper, we presented the characterization of soft ferromagnetic cobalt
nanocomposites obtained through solvothermal process.

These peaks together with the of fcc Co0 were observed in the diffraction
patterns of the all nanocomposites.
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Figure 2. TEM image of NPs-Co0.

Figure 1. X-ray powder diffraction pattern of cobalt nanoparticles and
nanocomposites (NPs-Co0, graphene matrix, NPs-Co0/G nanocomposite,
Ndc matrix and NPs-Co0/Ndc composite).

Figure 3. SEM image of NPs-Co0.

3.2 TEM and SEM microscopy analysis of NPs-Co0, NPs-Co0/G and NPsCo0/Ndc.
The size and surface morphology of the samples were analyzed through TEM
and SEM images. The TEM image of the Co nanoparticles is presented in Fig. 2.
The cobalt nanoparticles were spherical in shape with an average diameter of 20
and 50 nm. Besides, the micrograph permits the observation of a thin organic
coating. This coating was associated to the amino acid used as starting materials,
which was also responsible for the stability of the Co 0-NPs and avoided their
oxidation reported by Santana et al32. Fig. 3 shows the SEM images for NPs-Co0.
We can see that they are forming homogeneous metallic agglomerates whit
spherical shapes and sizes around 2 m of diameter, formed by small
agglomerates, with size under 100 nm, similar to those reported by D. Yang et
al33.
Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the agglomerates cobalt on graphene matrix,
in this case the spherical shape is the same to the agglomerates isolated. However
is observed the sizes of this are different. We can see agglomerates of 100 nm
until 1m. Fig. 5 shows the SEM data for nanocomposites of NPs-Co0/Ndc. We
can see that the distribution of the spherical metallic agglomerates on Ndc matrix
is different to G matrix. In the Ndc matrix the dispersion of the agglomerates was
in to nanocones and also on nanodisks due to morphological characteristics of
the matrix. While the graphene matrix only permits a superficial distribution of
metallic nanoparticles. On the matrix of Ndc it can be seen that the size of the
metallic agglomerates is more uniform than in the graphene matrix, these are
between 100 and 200 nm.
Morphology of agglomerates metallic remains similar. Nevertheless, the size
of these is smaller than to observed for the cobalt agglomerates in the absence of
the matrix. The matrix promotes the spontaneous deagglomeration of the metallic
aggregate. The morphology and sizes of nanoparticles obtained in our work are
similar to the report by Yao et al.34. The author obtained spherical Co
nanoparticles whit size around of 30 nm deposited on graphene, tested for
heterogeneous oxidation of a dyeing pollutant, Orange II, with
peroxymonosulfate (PMS) in aqueous solutions.

Figure 4. SEM image of NPs-Co0/G.

Figure 5. SEM image of NPs-Co0/Ndc.
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3.3 Magnetic characterization.

CONCLUSIONS

The magnetic behavior for all products was investigated by vibrating sample
magnetometer at 300K under an external magnetic field sweeping from +20 to
-20 kOe. The magnetic hysteresis loop for products is shown in figure 6. All the
samples exhibited superparamagnetic behavior and showed higher values of
coercivity (Hc) than to those reported in literature for bulk cobalt (Hc= 10 Oe)35.
For NPs-Co0 the magnetic saturation (Ms), remanent magnetization (Mr) and
coercivity (Hc) of these are 149 emu/g, 3,88 emu/g, and 56 Oe, respectively. For
NPs-Co0/Ndc the Ms, Mr and Hc of these are 94 emu/g, 2,70 emu/g, and 60 Oe,
respectively. Finally for NPs-Co0/G the parameters were 53 emu/g, 1emu/g and
14 Oe Ms, Mr and Hc respectively. The magnetic parameters measured for
products and cobalt bulk are summarized in table 1. The presence of the matrix
in the nanocomposites account for the lower magnetic saturation with respect to
the isolated nanoparticles. The coercivity value for nanoparticles and
nanocomposites of cobalt can be explained because the size of nanoparticles
obtained by us is between 20 to 50 nm and are classified into single domain
regime according to those graphic information observed by D. Kolhatkar et al37.
This graphic show an overlap between two magnetic domain (single domain and
multi domain) called “pseudo-single domain”, and in this size the coercivity is
not inversely proportional. Thus, our nanoparticles synthesized could be better
classified into pseudo-single domain.
Table 1. Magnetic parameters of products and cobalt bulk

Product
Bulk Co
NPs-Co0
NPs-Co0/Ndc
NPs-Co0/G

Ms emu·g-1
163
149
94
53

Mr emu·g-1
3,88
2,70
1

Hc Oe
10
56
60
14

On the other hand, in the nanocomposites a significant decrease in the value of
Ms was observed. The reduction of Ms, can be explained by the amount of
metallic material present in the products. In this case, carbon nanodisks matrix
contain more % of metallic cobalt than graphene matrix, see table 2. Possibly
because the nanoparticles are deposited into and on of Ndc as is seen in the
micrograph 5. Thus, this matrix can hold more metallic material.

Figure 6. Hysteresis loops for NPs-Co; NPs-Co0/G; NPS-Co0/Ndc, measured
at 300 K.
Table 2. % of metallic material in nanocomposite

Nanocomposite
NPs-Co0/Ndc
NPs-Co0/G
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Co %
64
38

In conclusion, we report the synthesis and characterization of
superparamagnetic cobalt nanocomposites: NPs-Co0/G and NPs-Co0/Ndc
obtained by solvothermal synthesis in a single step. These cobalt nanocomposites
were shown to have a superparamagnetic behavior at room temperature. It was
observed that the insertion of the matrix did not change the crystalline structure
of metallic phase (fcc), either spherical morphology of the metallic agglomerates,
however it reduced their size, being more significant in the Ndc matrix.
Obtaining this interesting magnetic material opens the way for future studies in
various areas and applications.
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